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ANNOUNCING

Restoration Ecology:
Theory and Practice

A symposium to explore the value of ecological
restoration as a technique for basic research, and
to examine the role of ecology in the development
of a science and art of community and ecosystem
restoration.

Sponsored by the University of Wisconsin-
Madison Arboretum on the occasion of its 50th
anniversary, and to be held in Madison on
Thursday and Friday, October 11 and 12, 1984.

All interested persons are invited to attend.
Limited free housing is available for students.
For further information, contact the Arboretum,
1207 Seminole Highway, Madison, WI 53711
(608) 262-2746.
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For those who
love wish to
preserve our
natural heritage...

When the Water Smokes
by BOB SIMPSON

A Peltier Creek Chronicle

"... too few people think of the back rivers, of the little
bays and estuaries, as parts of our real wilderness sys-
tem. Not formally designated, not even legally recog-
nized, they are still equally--perhaps even more--
valuable to man, besides being more accessible than
what we commonly think of as wilderness...

"The pearly grayness of dusk faded to black. Over-
head the Big Dipper Handle stood pointing to the
southern sky, its summer stance. Gradually it wo.uld
swing more and more to the west, and a new season
would replace summer. Perhaps in the long history of
the earth it doesn’t matter, as archaeologists uncover
the remains of our systems in a few thousand years.
Will they laugh, or will they wish that they, too, could
have lived in this century? It depends mainly on us,
and which philosophy we express when we refer to
GNP. Do we mean Gross National Product or Glacier
National Park?" --from When the Water Smokes

Bob and Mary Simpson live at the edge of Peltier
Creek in coastal North Carolina. When the Water
Smokes is an account of a year ashore and afloat,
exploring the intricate wonders of creeks and water-
ways, wetlands and beaches. Close observation of
nature and its creatures, the restorakion and fitting-
out of an old wooden fishing boat, shrewd comments
on nature’s delicate ecological balance and the need
to cherish our environmental heritage--these have
earned Bob Simpson’s book the praise of readers
everywhere.

The naturalist, the environmental scientist, the
boatman, the fisherman, all who enjoy the outdoors
will draw delight and wisdom from this remarkable
chronicle.

"Some of the best nature writing you will read in a
long time."                  --Sports Illustrated

"Will appeal to everyone who enjoys fishing, wildlife
and the great outdoors."     --Publishers Weekly

"The best nature writing I’ve ever read. It’s a small
and funny and sometimes sad masterpiece of one
average Joe’s life on the coast, the comings and goings
of the seasons and friends human, mammal, fish and
fowl, and the sad saga of man’s endless assault on
the natural world."    --St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times

SECOND PRINTING

$I 5"95 from your bookseller or order directly from

ALGONQUIN BOOKS
Box
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Please send_ copies of When the Water Smokes
at $I5.95 each plus $L50 postage.
Check or money order for $            enclosed.
Charge my [] VISA [] MasterCard account #

Exp. Date

Signature

N. C. residen ts add 4 % sales tax

Name:

Address:



Wildflowers of the Great Lakes Region
WILDFLOWERS
OF THE GRE;\I- LAKES REGION
Rd~,,,~ t¢~ L 5i~no~ds ~ d Henrietta H T~redie

96pp. 5½ x 8½
paper $5.95 ISBN 0-914091-45-x

"Here is a very attractive,
reasonably priced guide.., with enough
different species in it to really be useful
to many amateurs, tourists, and
visitors to our woods, meadows, bogs
and streams." --E.G. Voss, The
Michigan Botanist, vol. 18

Arranged by seasons and illustrated
with nearly 300 attractive line drawings
of wildflowers, this is an excellent field
guide as well as an attractive gift book.

"The authors of this small book are to
be congratulated .... The outstanding
features are the graceful ’line drawings
arranged three or four to a page. They
very nicely capture the habitat and
important characteristics of the
plants." --Eileen K. Schofield, New
York Botanical Garden

At all bookstores or send cover price plus $1 50 postage & handling to

Chicago Review Press 213 W. Institute Place Chicago, Illinois 60610 (312) 337-0747

~ describes
plants, sympto~

proper first aid. Over st

~ 32 color plates. Paperback aid, and symptoms. 32 color plates.
Paperback $9.95

A FIELD GUIDE TO THE NESTS,
EGGS and NESTLINGS OF NORTH
AMERICAN BIRDS
by Colin Harrison
A complete identification guide covering
all aspects of reproduction. 622 eggs & 14~
nestlings illustrated in full color, over 75
black & white drawings. Paper $19.95

FINDING YOUR WAY ON LAND
OR SEA: Reading Nature’s Maps
by Harold Garry
A comprehensive guide for finding
your way in the world without aid
of map or compass by pathfinding
and observation of nature’s signs.
Paperback $8.95

Available from your local bookstore or send payment (please include $1.50 postage & handling) directly to A
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BOOKS FROM VIRGINIA
Recovery and Restoration of
Damaged Ecosystems
Edited by John Cairns, It., Kenneth L. Dickson,
and Edwin E. Herricks $22.95
A major concern in this country as well as the rest of the world is ~the environ-
mental degradation caused by man’s continuously developing industrial base.
Despite protective measures, environmental risks are steadily increasing. While
countless discussions and innumerable pages have dealt with the causes and
consequences of our damaging activi~ties, this volume explores a different aspect
of the topic: the prospects of recovery if damage does occur.

An experienced group of international scientists contribute case histories,
present theories, and raise important questions related to ’the restoration and
recovery of damaged ecosystems. The book focuses on three major topics: the
nature of recovery processes for various ecosystems; identification of the elements
common to the recovery process for all ecosystems, as well as the unique attri-
butes in different kinds of ecosystems; and the prospects for accelerated recovery
and restoration by human intervention and management. Individual chapters
discuss the recovery of streams and lakes by natural and artificial methods; the
reintroduction of plants and wildlife to damaged ecosystems; the role of fire in
the natural growth of forests; environmental factors in surface mine recovery;
the effects of oil spills and recovery from ’them; the recovery of tropical forest
systems, tundra, and taiga surfaces; the recovery of cities; and the political
problems.

This book will be useful to ecologists and regional planners as well as to
regulatory agencies and management groups such as the Department of Interior.
I’ts greatest value, however, is to all citizens searching for clear guidelines to deal
with some of the terrible ecological miscalculations that have occurred in the
past.
6 x 9. x, 531 pp., illus., tables, charts.

The Structure and Function of Fresh-Water
Microbial Communities
Edited by John Cairns, Jr.                         $10.00
"An overview of various microbial systems which have been adapted for research
in species diversification and water pollution control .... The studies of fresh
water microorganisms and their functions in aquatic ecosystems have been
process-oriented rather than organism-oriented so that they could contribute
to a better understanding of ecological problems."

-- Technical Guidance Center Bulletin
"A thoroughly useful publication in which almost every aquatic microbiologist
should find something pertinent to his own field." --Water Research
6 x 9. vii, 301 pp., diagrams, tables.

to order send check or money order for the amount of the book (s), plus ~1.00
for postage and handling to:

THE UNIVERSITY PRESS OF VIRGINIA
Box 3608, University Station ¯ Charlottesville, VA 22903



Reconstructing balance through
ecological analysis, planning,
restoration and site management.

Prairie Restorations, Inc.
P.O. Box 327

Princeton, Minnesota 55371 ¯ (612) 389-4342

Look for us at the Ninth North
American Prairie Conference.

FLOWERING PLANTS IN THE LANDSCAPE
MILDRED E. MATHIAS, Editor
Foreword by Sir George Taylor
A selected treatment of flowering trees and shrubs, flowering vines and colorful ground covers
that thrive in a variety of climates, many from faraway lands, with instructions for growing them.
This is a new and revised edition of Color for the Landscape with additional cultural information,
updated nomenclature, locations of fine specimens, and a selected bibliography. Although the
book is designed primarily for the amateur gardener, it should also be extremely useful to the
professional horticulturist, to the landscape architect, and to the traveler in subtropical and
tropical regions. $16.95, 205 color illustrations

SEASHORE PLANTS OF CALIFORNIA
E. YALE DAWSON and MICHAEL S. FOSTER
Combining and revising Dawson’s Seashore Plants of Northern California and Seashore Plants
of Southern California, this book is a guide to the marine vegetation of the entire coast written
for the layman. Foster adds descriptions of more than sixty species not covered by Dawson.
The over 240 plants now included reflect many taxonomical advances. Foster also offers the
most current information on the role of marine plants in the ecology of the California coastal
environment. $14.95, 56 color illustrations, 66 line drawings

UNIVERSI’W OF
CALIFORNIA PRESS
BERKELEY 94720


